Original Sin, the Fall, and Genesis
The Church of England recognizes the reality of "original sin*, which 'standeth not in the following of Adam (as the Pelagians do vainly talk) but it is the fault and corruption of the nature of every man, that naturally is engendered of the offspring of Adam, whereby man is very far gone from original righteousness, and is of his own nature inclined to evil ...' (Article 9),
The idea of original sin goes back to Augustine, behind him to Paul, and behind Paul to Genesis,  The risk is that we read Paul through Augustine's spectacles and read Genesis through both Augustine's and Paul's, so we are inhibited from discovering what Genesis itself says.  It is only allowed to say what we think the New Testament and Augustine say it said.
Understanding of original sin and of Genesis is inhibited by the
following assumptions:
that original sin is something quasi-genetic, passed on from
parents to children like features such as the colour of their
hair, and requiring all human beings to be descended from an
original pair,
that it derives from the sinfulness of the sexual act (though of
course the sexual act is sinful, like everything else),
that it requires Genesis 3 to be a historical account of the
first moment when a human being failed God.
I think all these assumptions are false.
The idea of "original sin' takes for granted the conviction that all human beings sometimes fail to do the right thing (the universality of sin) and that even our right deeds are to some degree spoiled by an excessive self-centredness mixed up in them our motives are always mixed ('total depravity').  But it goes beyond these convictions by reckoning that there is an inevitability about this failure and this spoiledness.  A child brought up in a racist home, neighbourhood, and school will inevitably grow up with racist attitudes; a person brought up in a sinful environment will similiarly grow up as a sinner.  This does not mean that the one is not responsible for their racism; nor does it mean that the other is not responsible for their sin.
Behind that, the idea of 'original sin' indeed involves the conviction that the failure of humanity goes back to its very beginnings.  The human environment was created by God as a place where people could grow in doing right.  From the beginning, however, human beings chose to do otherwise (the 'fall' happened), and this necessarily changed the environment in which human beings henceforth lived, the environment which shaped
them.  From then on they inevitably to one degree or another failed to do the right thing and spoiled the nature of their right deeds by their excessive self-concern.  The way in which they influence each other is more by relationships than by genetics, and this is the way in which sin would naturally spread.
Genesis 1-11 as a whole supports this understanding of humanity and its failure, but it emerges more clearly from passages such as Genesis 4 (where the words 'sin' and 'fall' first appear). Genesis 6 (which emphasizes the universally prevalent wickedness which has come to characterize humanity), and Genesis 8 (which affirms that this will be an ongoing problem).  Genesis 2-3 has all sorts of other interesting things to say, which we miss when we read them wholly through Augustine's eyes.  So try to take off those spectacles: you have nothing to lose....
PS  How about adding 'original sin' and "the fall' to the list of expressions you never use, because they are more confusing than helpful?  Why not decide to be biblical in your language instead?  It might help you to be more biblical in your thinking, too.  While you are at it, add 'freewill' to the list (that was invented after the Enlightenment, 1 suspect).  And 'creation out of nothing' ('creation ex nihilo') (that came from Greek thinking in the Patristic period).
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